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At Wolters Kluwer, we endorse the AICPA’s EAQ (Enhancing Audit Quality) 
objectives to further improve the quality of audit, and provide solutions 
today to help firms address the most common risk‑assessment violations 
noted by the AICPA.

BRINGING THE FACTS INTO FOCUS:
Four Audit Myths

There is a myth within the audit industry that claims there is no solution 
available today to address all areas of audit risk assessment, within a fully 
integrated and dynamic audit platform, supporting audits of all sizes.

FACT: CCH® ProSystem fx® Knowledge Coach, with its risk-based 
methodology, is the most comprehensive, patented solution on the 
market today! Address and solve all the risk violations that today’s most 
commonly used methodology does not.

There is no effective tool for assessing 
higher‑risk areas versus lower‑risk areas

MYTH #2

The #2 risk called out by the AICPA is insufficient risk assessment.

MYTH BUSTED: CCH ProSystem fx Knowledge Coach  
prompts the auditor to assess risk at every stage 
of an audit engagement. By using a proven risk-based 
methodology, auditors are guided to uncover and assess 
risks related to entity, environment, and controls. 

14% of audit 
issues are due to 
an incomplete or 
non‑existent risk 
assessment. 

14%

MYTH #1 No audit tool exists that will thoroughly 
assess internal controls

The #1 risk called out by the AICPA is inadequate knowledge of internal controls. 

MYTH BUSTED: CCH ProSystem fx Knowledge Coach 
requires and helps auditors identify and understand 
internal controls. Furthermore, it will even remind an 
auditor if they skip this critical step, while following up 
with valuable resources to help an auditor walk-through 
“what if” scenarios.

40% of audit 
issues are due to 
an auditor’s failure 
to understand 
a client’s 
internal controls.

40%

Linking program steps to identified audit 
risks must be done manually

MYTH #3

The #3 risk called out by the AICPA is the inability to link risks. 

MYTH BUSTED: CCH ProSystem fx Knowledge Coach 
prompts the auditor to build their audit program in direct 
response to the risk assessment. Moreover, it directs 
auditors to explicitly link the step to the risk to indicate 
the “why” behind the step.

24% of audit 
issues are due to 
auditors’ failure to 
address the risks 
they uncover.

24%

The #4 risk called out by the AICPA is the lack of internal control testing.

Sufficiently testing client internal controls is 
difficult to do with optimum accuracy

MYTH #4

MYTH BUSTED: CCH ProSystem fx Knowledge Coach 
dynamically assesses and guides the audit plan to ensure 
testing of client internal controls, while guiding the auditor 
through steps to link risks to those internal controls and 
perform appropriate testing.

13% of audit 
issues are due to 
auditors’ failure 
to test clients’ 
internal controls 
and recognize 
high‑risk areas.

13%
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